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Welcome to the Houghton-le-Spring ARC
newsletter for December 2017 2 months
in one this time, so next newsletter will be
February

New member Garry 2E0AAC brought in a
morse key which he had recently
acquired,

Club Meetings
7/11/17 A brilliant starts to Novembers
club nights with a good turn out, lots
going on and the fun and laughs as
usually, Ian brought in a tablet for us to
look at because it wasn’t charging, after a
good look around the USB plug area Scott
resoldered the joints and checked the
cable connections

we found a cable with a plug and wired it
up to test it, it works a treat and has a real
nice action, it needs a little restoration
and a base to mount it on, but it will be
well worth reviving it and using it on the
air, Garry continued his morse training
with Ian and added a few more letters he
is coming along great,

,
and connected it the USB Power bank and
it came to life, fantastic result.

another morse trainee tonight was Reg he
started off very well, brilliant to see more
people wanting to learn CW, everyone is
welcome to learn on the club nights and
don’t think you will be stopping everyone
else or slowing them down, its all fun and
remember we were all beginners at some
point,
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14/11/17 Still plenty going on at the club
including foundation training and
practicals and members projects, Dave
has been building up a 40m Pixie CW
transceiver that he is going to sell on his
stall, these are a few variations of this kit
but basically all do the same job, the one
Dave had came with a Perspex case, he
wanted to test it on the clubs aerial as he
doesn’t have anything setup at home as
yet, it worked great, it will look great in
the shack

Ron M6YRC has been building a crystal
tester/frequency counter that he bought
from the Angel of the North rally last
weekend, they are a great little kit and top
quality to, I built one at the Wears Club
with Dave M1FEF, we needed a small
power plug which we didn’t have one
available at the club so we couldn’t test it,
but I’m sure that will be rectified next
week. We had a visit from Phil G1GTX he
has recently got back on the air after a
good few years, he had been talking to a
few of our members on the Friday night
net on GB3TS, so came along to the club
and as you would expect he was made
most welcome. A good night had by all.

14/11/17 Another good night and again
there was lots going on, Amanda and Greg
have been doing the last bits of their
practical, tuning antennas, HF and VHF
contacts and morse appreciation, Scott
was busy again repairing an old 2m/70cm
aerial, it needed a new PL259 plug after
soldering the plug on it was tested on the
analyser and it was showing a good SWR,
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Phil G1GTX came for his second visit and it
was good for him to put faces to names he
has been talking to on the radio, talks of
the Christmas party were underway, we
have a couple of options for dates, we are
organising it around Greg and Amandas
tests, which will hopefully be on the 5th
and we wish them the best of luck, we
have a couple of options for the party,
one being going across to the new Italian
restaurant across the road from the club
we will discuss this further next week, we
have had an invite from Hartlepool ARC
for a pie and peas night on the 1st of
December, but when your reading this it
will have passed, another good night had
by all,
21/11/17 Regular readers of the
newsletter or attendees of the club

meetings may remember Steve Canning
visiting the club looking for a specific
aerial for a rally car restoration project,
well the club members have been on the
case and Barry G0SCI had been given
some aerials which looked like they would
fit the bill, so we contacted Steve and he
came along to the club, they looked very
close to what he needed, he went away
happy leaving a £20 donation to the club,
of which half will be donated to Wear
Tees Repeater Group for the upkeep of
GB3TS. Final arrangements were made for
the Christmas night, and some fantastic
news tonight Greg and Amanda both
passed their foundation exams, well done
to both of them and trainer Ian M0RZE
another 2 passes, and thanks to Tom
M0HYE and George for organising and
invigilating the exam,

Reg had been buying a morse Key and
brought it along to the club for use to try,
it was in need of wire and a plug so we
borrowed the one off the club key,
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Decembers Meetings Ive struggled for
time to writeup the latest meetings from
the club, but a bit of news, Greg and
Amanda have both received their callsigns
now, Greg is M6LHY and Amanda is
M6LXK, we all had a great christmas night
out at the Italians and then back to the
British Legion for a few drinks afterwards

Hartlepool ARC Pie and Peas Night
Hartlepool ARC celebrated its first
anniversary by hosting a pie and peas
night and inviting all of the local clubs,
there was members from 6 other local
clubs
attended

we all received a very warm welcome, it
was the first time I had visited the club
and they are lucky to have such a great
venue, plenty of parking and a nice sized
hall, Carl 2E0HPI had a display of the
aerials he uses when he goes Portable,
there was various loops and whips type
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aerials on display, and anyone who knows
Carl will understand he doesn’t do things
by half,

we were all asked to add our details to a
list so we can be informed about future
events from the club, a great idea to keep
everyone in the loop, the club is very well
organised and its little things like that that
make all the difference, after we bought
some raffle tickets and some general
chatter we were served our Pie and Peas
which were very nice indeed, once
everyone was finished and tidied up we
had a talk about Raynet from Ian G7ESY

very informative talk and Ian explained
they are always wanting new member to
help out at events, so if your interested in
joining Raynet, im sure if you contact Ian
or your local group they will help you get
started,
Our club done very well in the Raffle
taking home 3 prizes, I won a Bottle of
Wine, Tom and Tara both won meat
packs, and Ken seemed to have all the
tickets next to the ones that won hi hi, he
wasn’t bitter though 😊 ,
So a big thank you to all involved at
Hartlepool ARC and congratulations on
how far they have got in the past year.
Scott M0MCN
Radio Power Cables
Why is there a fuse in the negative lead?
I’m sure we’ve all played with various
electronic devices from chargers to CB
sets and we’ve always made sure that the
correct fuse is fitted in the positive lead.
Yes? (The notable exceptions are of
course the bit of tinfoil or occasional six
inch nail when we haven’t the correct fuse
to hand!)
So, if the single fuse in the power lead is
ok for everything else, why do most, if not
all modern amateur transceivers have a
fuse in the negative lead too?
The answer is quite simple: In ham shacks,
most gear shares a common negative
ground. If you check from one rig’s casing
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to another, or perhaps between mic
socket bodies, you’ll almost certainly find
that there’s a near zero Ohms connection
between them.
So, let’s assume that the negative lead
one of your very well crimped terminals
comes adrift or even in the plug at the
back of your rig. You have a positive
supply to the rig ok and it’ll still work but
it finds its negative via other things in the
shack. So, if it’s your 100 W HF rig that
loses its negative it’s quite possible that
the negative return it will use may be via
another piece of gear. You could end up
returning 20 Amps via a 5 Amp cable but
because that piece of gear is double
fused, the negative fuse will pop.
Same if your 100 W HF DC cable is fine but
something else loses its negative. You
could be supplying 20 Amps to your HF rig
up the red wire but its negative return
may have to cope with 30 or more Amps.
That could cause the cable, or even in
extreme cases, some components inside
the HF rig, to become hot and burn.
Instead though, you have your fused
negative, the fuse pops and things are
protected.
So if ever you find the negative fuse has
popped in a radio’s DC lead, don’t start by
looking for a fault with THAT radio.
Instead, look for a fault in the NEGATIVE
wiring to another piece of gear.
George G4RNI

Final Note for 2017
Its been a great year at the Houghton
ARC, with numbers attending the club
meeting on the increase with more new
members joining and more new operators
on the air.
There has been lots of activity at the club
nights with the lads continuing with
Morse practice and training and members
projects being built and tested at the club,
we have done some well needed
maintenance on the clubs aerials, radio
and other general electronic items
repaired for and by members.
Friday night Nets on GB3TS have gone
from strength to strength with old and
new club members and members from
other clubs joining in, the nets are open to
everyone the more the merrier.
I started the newsletters in April and I
have really enjoyed writing them and
from the feedback I’ve received people
enjoy reading them, I will continue to
write them while I have the spare time.
Thanks to Ian M0RZE and George G4RNI
for their help by sending me articles to
include in the newsletters, it’s a big help
and thanks to everyone who reads these
and the members of the club for giving me
things to write about hi hi,
I hope you all have a great time over the
festive period and everyone stays safe
See you all in 2018..
Scott M0MCN

